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We provide here an explicit example of the Khinchin’s ideas that the validity of equilibrium
statistical mechanics in high dimensional systems does not depend on the details of the dynamics
and it is basically a matter of choosing the “proper” observables. This point of view is supported
by extensive numerical simulation of the one-dimensional Toda chain, which is an integrable non-
linear Hamiltonian system. We show that, studying the system both from the point of view of
Fourier modes and of the natural variables, all indicators suggest that in the general case, i.e.,
not for perturbatively small non-linearities, there is a fast reaching of thermal equilibrium. This
happens even starting from very peculiar initial conditions and despite the integrable nature of the
dynamics. Moreover, the behavior of fluctuations at equilibrium is in agreement with the predictions
of statistical mechanics, which can be obtained explicitly for this model. We consider in particular
the specific heat CV . Our result shows that in systems with many degrees of freedom thermal
equilibrium does not depend on the presence of chaos and it is just a matter of choosing the proper
(collective) variables. If one assumes the point of view that an Hamiltonian integrable system is
the classical analogue of a quantum system, the present results have a relation with the problem
of thermalization in quantum mechanics, where the coherence due to unitary dynamics is usually
believed to be the main obstacle to thermalization.
Introduction — It is common wisdom that statistical
mechanics works rather well at a practical level, mean-
ing that its predictions about the relevant observables
of a macroscopic system, based on equilibrium ensem-
ble averages, correctly describe their actual behavior, as
measured in experiments or numerical simulations [1, 2].
From a conceptual point of view it is necessary to clarify
the reasons of such a success: surprisingly, this interest-
ing topic is still, under many aspects, an open problem.
Roughly speaking the different points of view may be
traced back to two opposite schools: (i) the “chaotic” one
(based on the work of Prigogine and of his followers [3]),
according to which a key role is played by the dynam-
ics and, consistently, the presence of chaos is regarded as
the basic ingredient for the validity of the statistical me-
chanics; (ii) the “traditional” one, following the original
Boltzmann’s ideas [4–8], which stresses the role of the
large number of degrees of freedom and of the typicality
of the initial condition. Important contributions to the
latter point of view are due to Khinchin [4], as well as to
Mazur and van der Linden [9]. Their results show that,
although for most physical systems the ergodic hypothe-
sis does not hold mathematically, it is physically valid in
the following sense: if we limit our interest to collective
variables, in systems with a large number of degrees of
freedom N , the measure of the regions where ergodicity
fails vanishes in the limit N → ∞. In this respect the
dynamics plays a marginal role, the key ingredient being
only the assumption N  1 and the use of collective ob-
servables, i.e., functions of all canonical coordinates (or,
at least, of a finite fraction of them).
Khinchin’s approach may not appear completely satis-
factory from a physical perspective, since the above men-
tioned results cannot be used to infer any practical in-
formation about the thermalization of a physical system.
For instance, given generic initial conditions and an ar-
bitrary observable A, they give no hint about the min-
imum observation time TO such that a time average is
fairly reproduced by the ensemble average; these issues
have been widely investigated, for instance, for the Fermi-
Pasta-Ulam-Tsingou (FPUT) problem [10–14]. Despite
these difficulties, Khinchin’s approach still seems to us
the most promising way to gain some insight into the
problem of the validity of statistical mechanics, i.e. to ex-
plain why physical systems actually reach thermal equi-
librium.
To show this point, in this Letter we consider a well
known integrable Hamiltonian system, whose dynamics
is, by definition, non chaotic. We will show that, even in
this case, when thermalization indicators are measured
with respect to canonical variables different from those
which diagonalize the Hamiltonian, thermal equilibrium
is reached within very reasonable times. Our numerical
results strongly support the following agnostic scenario:
thermalization is not an intrinsic property of the system
but rather a property of the chosen description. Such
an idea is not new, as it is for instance well known that
in the realm of glass-forming systems the choice of vari-
ables is crucial: while some degrees of freedom reach fast
equilibration with the thermostat, others never equili-
brate [15]. Here we want to stress much further this con-
cept by showing that thermalization takes place also in
integrable systems. Let us also notice that the problem
of thermalization in a classical integrable system bears
a strong similarity with the problem of equilibration in
an isolated quantum system. The same question can be
asked for both: how is thermalization compatible with
coherence at all times? In an isolated quantum system
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2the phases of eigenmodes are always coherent, so that
integrability is kind of built-in in the formalism of quan-
tum mechanics. The same property of course holds for
the phases of an integrable Hamiltonian system and, in
this sense, an integrable system may be seen as the classi-
cal analog of a quantum one. The overall correct point of
view is, in our opinion, that the thermalization of global
observables has little to do with the coherence of a special
set of variables.
Bearing in mind the traditional approach of Ma’s
book [1], we adopt the following pragmatic definitions:
(a) a system is at equilibrium if the time averages of
relevant macroscopic observables, computed during suit-
ably long time intervals, are in agreement with the cor-
responding ensemble averages; (b) thermalization occurs
when, starting from an initial condition far from equilib-
rium, after a finite time the system reaches an equilib-
rium state, as defined above. To the best of our knowl-
edge, the choice of the “relevant” observables, as already
stressed by Ma [1], Onsager and Machlup [16], remains a
subtle point, which cannot be easily bypassed.
Model — We study numerically the Hamiltonian dy-
namics of the Toda model [17]. The system is constituted
by N classical particles on a line connected by non-linear
springs. We design with qi the displacement from the
equilibrium position of the i-th particle, i = 1, ..., N , and
with pi its conjugated momentum. The dynamics is de-
fined by the following Hamiltonian:
H(q, p) =
N∑
i=1
p2i
2
+
N∑
i=0
V (qi+1 − qi), (1)
where V (x) is the Toda potential
V (x) = exp(−x) + x− 1, (2)
and we consider fixed boundary conditions, i.e. q0 =
qN+1 = 0. It has been shown by Henon in [18] that in
the Toda lattice there are N conserved quantities, i.e.,
Ik functions such that {H, Ik} = 0, with k = 1, . . . , N ;
as a consequence, model (1) is integrable. The explicit
expression of the first few Henon’s integral of motion for
a periodic system and how this definition can be adapted
to a system with fixed boundary conditions can be found
also in [19].
The key idea of this Letter is to study indicators of
thermal equilibrium with respect to a set of canoni-
cal variables different from those which diagonalize the
Hamiltonian, i.e. the Toda modes. In particular, we fo-
cus our attention on the Fourier modes, which do not
diagonalize the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) but nevertheless
represent a complete basis for any configuration of the
chain. These modes are defined from the set of canonical
coordinates (qi, pi) by means of the following sine Fourier
transform,
Qk =
√
2
N + 1
N∑
i=1
qi sin
(
piik
N + 1
)
Pk =
√
2
N + 1
N∑
i=1
pi sin
(
piik
N + 1
)
, (3)
which represents a canonical change of coordinates. In
terms of the Fourier modes the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) is
highly non-linear. In particular, it has nonlinearities at
all orders, reading as
H(Q,P) = 1
2
N∑
k=1
(P2k + ω2kQ2k) +
∞∑
p=3
(−1)p
p!
∑
k1,...,kp
ωi1 · · ·ωip Qk1 · · · Qkp δk1,−(k2+···+kp) (4)
Let us ignore for a moment that Toda model is inte-
grable: by just looking at Eq. (4), very naively we may
conclude that energy exchanges between Fourier modes
are very efficient and that the system, whatever the ini-
tial condition, relaxes to equilibrium quickly. This is ex-
actly what we find, notwithstanding integrability. Very
roughly, the behavior of the system meets the most naive
expectation that the energy stored in the infinitely many
non-linear terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (4) acts
as a thermal bath for the harmonic terms. We present
evidences of this behavior both studying the relaxation
to equilibrium from a very atypical initial configuration
and also studying how phase space is sampled by the
“equilibrium” dynamics of the system, i.e., the Hamilto-
nian dynamics initialized with a typical initial condition.
Clearly, we assume a definition of what is “typical” or
“not typical” having in mind the presumed equilibrium
measure, i.e., the uniform measure on constant energy
hypersurfaces.
Relaxation dynamics — First, we have repeated the
celebrated FPUT experiment, i.e. we have studied how
an atypical initial condition, obtained by assigning all
harmonic energy to the lowest mode of the chain, relaxes
to equilibrium, here identified by equipartition among all
modes. The initial conditions for this non-equilibrium
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Figure 1. Main: Energy spectrum of Fourier modes,
〈Ek〉/〈Etot〉 vs k, at different times (different symbols) for
a Toda lattice with N = 1023 particles and total energy
E/N ' 14.3 (here E0 = 4.0). Inset : Effective number of
degrees of freedom, neff , as function of time for different val-
ues of the energy. The value neff = 1 signals equipartition.
relaxation dynamics are:
ω2kQ2k = P2k =
{
E0 k = 1
0 k 6= 1 . (5)
Therefore the value of E0 set in the initial condition does
not corresponds to the total energy of the system, which
comprises the non-linear terms of Eq. (4). Along the non-
equilibrium dynamics we have monitored two indicators,
one qualitative the other quantitative. The first is the
power spectrum of the system,
uk(t) =
〈Ek〉t
〈Etot〉t , (6)
where Ek denotes the harmonic energy
Ek =
1
2
[P2k + ω2kQ2k] , (7)
while Etot =
∑N
k=1〈Ek(t)〉 and we consider cumulative
time averages of the kind
〈Ek〉t = 1
t
∫ t
0
ds Ek(s) . (8)
From Fig. (1) it is clear that after a transient where
the harmonic energy remains concentrated on the low-k
modes it is then shared among all modes. Quantitatively
this information is encoded in the behavior of the spec-
tral entropy Ssp and of the effective number of degrees of
freedom neff, which are defined as follows:
Ssp(t) = −
N∑
k=1
uk(t) log uk(t)
neff(t) =
exp (Ssp)
N
. (9)
The behavior of neff(t) is shown in the inset of Fig. 1: we
find the typical sigmoidal shape starting from small val-
ues at the initial times, where energy is localized in the
spectrum, and approaching neff = 1, the value typical of
equipartition at later times. We thus see that, notwith-
standing the fact that all Lyapunov exponents are zero,
the system exhibits an emerging relaxational timescale.
In the main panel of Fig. 1 we show results for a given
value of the total energy E; from the behavior of neff(t)
for various choices of the total energy E in the inset it
is clear that the qualitative feature does not change at
varying E. Problems such as the dependence of the char-
acteristic timescale on the initial energy and more in gen-
eral the dependence on the initial condition and on the
system size N are of course technically interesting, but
are left for future investigations.
Equilibrium dynamics — Initial conditions which are
both good to mimic thermal equilibrium and to set pre-
cisely the initial value of the energy are obtained by
putting all initial amplitudes Qk equal to zero and taking∑
k=0
P2k = 2E0 (10)
This condition can be obtained quite easily by sampling
the initial velocity of each particle from a Gaussian dis-
tribution, which guarantees a good degree of randomiza-
tion, and then rescaling all velocities according to the
chosen value of E0. One then considers equilibrium ob-
servables such as the time decay of the harmonic energies
self-correlations:
Ck(t) =
〈Ek(t)Ek(0)〉 − 〈Ek〉2
〈E2k〉 − 〈Ek〉2
, (11)
and the probability distribution of the harmonic energy
of a given mode p(Ek), which is simply defined as the
histogram of values taken by Ek. In Fig. 2 it is shown
that Ck(t), for some given values of k, rapidly decays
to zero. At the same time we find a nice exponential
behavior for p(Ek):
p(Ek) ∼ exp (−bEk) , (12)
where the value of b is close to the inverse of the temper-
ature in the simulation at small energies while it deviates
at high energies. The description of the system in terms
of normal modes is indeed appropriate for energy not too
large while in the opposite limit of very high energy the
system becomes similar to hard spheres.
Let us now compare the time average of some observ-
ables of obvious interest computed in simulations with
initial conditions as in Eq. (10) with the prediction which
can be worked out explicitly from the calculation of the
partition function
ZN (β) = Z(K)N (β) · Z(P)N (β), (13)
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Figure 2. Main: Time correlation function for the harmonic
energy at different values of k: k = 256, 512, 768 for a Toda
lattice with N = 1023 particles and energy E/N = 4.0. In-
set : Probability distribution of the harmonic energy εk for
different values of k.
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Figure 3. Main: Potential contribution of the specific heat
CV as a function of temperature T . Points: numerical data
obtained by using Eq. (21) with N∗ = 50 and averaging over
10 different subsystems, for a total time T = 5 · 106; lines:
analytical prediction. Inset : average potential energy as a
function of temperature T ; points, numerical data; lines, an-
alytical prediction.
where the kinetic and the potential contributions, respec-
tively Z(K)N (β) and Z(P)N (β), are factorized and read re-
spectively as
Z(K)N (β) = β−N/2
Z(P)N (β) =
∫ ∞
−∞
N+1∏
i=1
dri e
−βV (ri) δ
(
N+1∑
i=1
ri
)
= eβN
∫ s0+i∞
s0−i∞
ds
2pii
exp {N log zβ(s)} , (14)
with
zβ(s) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dr exp
(−βe−r + sr) . (15)
The partition function Z(P)N can be computed exactly in
the large-N limit (details can be found in [19]), yielding:
Z(P)N = eβN β−µ(β) Γ[µ(β)], (16)
where the function µ(β) is determined implicitly by the
condition:
Γ′(µ)
Γ(µ)
= log(β), (17)
and does not have in general an explicit expression. For
the comparison between simulation and theory let us
now focus only on the potential energy partition func-
tion Z(P)N (β). By plugging the expression of Z(P)N (β) from
Eq. (16) into the standard formulas
〈u〉 = − 1
N
∂
∂β
logZ(P)N (β)
CV =
β2
N
∂2
∂β2
logZ(P)N (β), (18)
one obtains the analytical predictions for the average po-
tential energy 〈u〉 and the specific heat CV which are
plotted in Fig. 3, where they are also compared with the
numerical data. Apart from small discrepancies for CV ,
probably due to the lack of large enough statistics, it
is clear that the numerical behavior is well reproduced
by the exact computation of CV done assuming thermal
equilibrium in the canonical ensemble. The formula of
CV cannot be given in the general case explicitly in terms
of β, because one needs the knowledge of µ(β), which is
determined only implicitly by Eq. (17). An expression
of CV in terms of µ(β) can be found in [19]. What can
be written explicitly are the asymptotic behaviors, which
read:
T → 0 =⇒ 〈u〉 = T
2
; CV =
1
2
T →∞ =⇒ 〈u〉 ∼ T
log(T )
; CV ∼ 1
log(T )
. (19)
Asymptotically, we have
CV ≈ 〈u〉/T, (20)
which nicely compares with the results shown in Fig. 3.
We have thus shown that, despite the Toda model be-
ing integrable, its behavior is strikingly well captured by
equilibrium statistical mechanics formulae. In order to
simulate a canonical ensemble avoiding any noise source
modeling the heat bath, we have just studied the Hamil-
tonian dynamics of a systems with N particles and fo-
cused our attention on subsystems of N∗ particles each,
with 1 N∗  N . For instance we have considered the
subsystems in the central part of the chain, in such a way
the fixed boundary conditions are not very relevant. In
the simulations the specific heat has been computed as
CV =
〈E2∗〉 − 〈E∗〉2
N∗T 2
, (21)
5where E∗ is the energy in the subsystem with N∗
particles and temperature is defined as T = 〈p2〉.
Let us stress that the good agreement between the
equilibrium calculations and the numerical simulations
is not particularly surprising for what concerns the
behavior of the average energy 〈u〉: basically, it is a sort
of virialization of the global kinetic energy starting from
initial conditions which are not at equilibrium. On the
contrary the test for the specific heat, which involves the
behavior of the energy fluctuations of a subsystem, is
rather severe. Let us note that this result for the specific
heat is quite analogous to the one obtained in the FPUT
system [22], where chaos is present.
Concluding remarks — We have shown through
the comparison of analytical results and numerical
simulations that even the dynamics of an integrable
system such as the Toda chain has good “equilibrium”
properties, provided one looks at “generic” observables.
In the present context a good definition of “generic”
looks as the one of “collective with respect to the canon-
ical coordinates which diagonalize the Hamiltonian”.
This observation suggests the possibility to generalize
the implications of our results to quantum systems.
The latter have in fact by construction (the unitary
dynamics) properties very similar to integrable systems,
i.e., the coherent periodic motion of N phases (if the
system is discrete with N degrees of freedom). One can
thus consider an integrable system like the Toda chain
as the “classical analog” of a quantum system: within
an integrable system the same kind of coherence that is
found for the quantum phases characterizes the motions
of the classical angles (those in pair with the conserved
actions of the Liouville-Arnol’d theorem). If we thus ex-
tend the implications of our results to quantum systems,
we may say that the decoherence between the phases of
different eigenvectors is not a necessary condition for
the thermalization of the system, which could be on the
contrary easily observed just by looking at observables
which depend on all eigenvectors (with the caveats
needed for the different definition of observables in
classical and statistical mechanics). This last conclusion
seems quite in line with the “quantum ergodic theorem”
by Von Neumann [20, 21]. According to the latter, the
presence of thermal equilibrium in quantum systems
can be demonstrated without assuming any property
analogous classical chaos. As such, the quantum ergodic
theorem of Von Neumann seems quite in line with the
Boltzmann/Khinchin line of thought: even in quantum
mechanics there is no need of “chaos” to reach thermal
equilibrium.
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6SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
Integrals of Motion
Just for the sake of self-consistency we briefly remind
here the conservation laws of the Toda system. In the
case of a periodic lattice with N particles where q0 = qN
the first four integral of motions read as:
I1 =
N∑
i=1
pi
I2 =
N∑
i=1
p2i
2
+ Ui
I3 =
N∑
i=1
p3i
3
+ (pi + pi+1)Ui
I4 =
N∑
i=1
p4i
4
+ (p2i + p
2
i+1 + pipi+1)Ui +
U2i
2
+ UiUi+1,
(22)
where Ui = e−(qi+1−qi). Note that I2 is nothing but the
energy. The expressions in Eq. (22), see, e.g., [18], can
be extended to the the case of fixed boundary conditions
by conventionally defining a periodic chain with 2N +
2 particles where the coordinates from q0 to qN+1 are
identical to the original one, while those such as qN+1+i
with i = 1, . . . , N are defined in order to have an odd
function with respect to the center of the lattice:
qN+1+i = −qN+1−i
pN+1+i = −pN+1−i
(23)
Specific Heats
The first step to compute the specific heat is the calcu-
lation of the partition function. For consistency with the
numerical simulations, we compute it with fixed bound-
ary conditions. That is, we have N variables qi with
i = 1, . . . , N to integrate over, while
q0 = qN+1 = 0 (24)
By identifying with the same variable the two fixed
boundaries, i.e., q0 = qN+1, we can thus change variables
to
ri = qi+1 − qi, (25)
with, in particular
rN = qN+1 − qN ,
rN+1 = q1 − qN+1. (26)
We can thus safely integrate over the N + 1 variables ri
under the global constraint
∑N+1
i=1 ri = 0:
Z(P)N (β) = eβN
∫ ∞
−∞
N+1∏
i=1
dri e
−β∑N+1i=1 exp(−ri) δ
(
N+1∑
i=1
ri
)
.
(27)
In order to unfold the global constraint it is useful to
exploit the inverse Laplace rapresentation of the partition
function:
Z(P)N (β) = eβN
∫ s0+i∞
s0−i∞
ds
2pii
∫ ∞
−∞
N+1∏
i=1
dri exp
(
−β
N+1∑
i=1
exp(−ri) + s
N+1∑
i=1
ri
)
= eβN
∫ s0+i∞
s0−i∞
ds
2pii
[∫ ∞
−∞
dr exp
(−βe−r + sr)]N+1
= eβN
∫ s0+i∞
s0−i∞
ds
2pii
exp {N log zβ(s)} (28)
where we have introduced the partition function per de-
gree of freedom:
zβ(s) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dr exp
(−βe−r + sr) . (29)
It is convenient to regard β as a parameter in Eq. (29) and
consider zβ(s) as a function of s in the complex s plane.
Clearly the integral expression in Eq. (29) is well defined
only for Re(z) < 0, so that it is convenient to change
7variable in the integral of Eq. (28) from s to µ = −s:
Z(P)N (β) = eβN
∫ µ0+i∞
µ0−i∞
dµ
2pii
exp {N log zˆβ(µ)} , (30)
where now the contour in the complex plane passes
through Re(µ0) < 0 and we have the partition function
per degree of freedom defined as:
zˆβ(µ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dr exp
(−βe−r − µr) . (31)
The partition function of the whole system ZN (β) can
be computed from Eq. (30) by means of a saddle-point
approximation in the large-N limit. But first we need to
compute explicitly zˆβ(µ) in Eq. (31). By going through
two changes of variables, i.e.,
x→ u = e−x
u→ t = βu, (32)
we obtain
zˆβ(µ) =
∫ ∞
0
du uµ−1e−βu =
1
βµ
∫ ∞
0
dt tµ−1 e−t
zˆβ(µ) =
Γ(µ)
βµ
. (33)
In order to compute the integral in Eq. (30) by means of
the saddle-point approximation we just need to solve the
saddle-point equation
∂
∂µ
(log Γ(µ)− µ log(β)) = 0
=⇒ Γ
′(µ)
Γ(µ)
= log(β) (34)
At this stage, without doing any approximation and indi-
cating as µˆ(β) the function implicitly determined by the
condition in Eq. (34), one has that the partition function
of the system reads:
Z(P)N (β) = eβN
Γ(µˆ(β))
βµˆ(β)
. (35)
For instance the specific heat CV , which can be obtained
from Eq. (35) using the standard formula in Eq. (18) of
the main text, reads as
CV = − 1
ψ′(µˆ(β))
− [ψ(µˆ(β))− log(β)]
(
ψ
′′
(µˆ(β))
[ψ′(µˆ(β))]3
+
1
ψ′(µˆ(β))
)
+ µˆ(β), (36)
being ψ(x) the so-called digamma function
ψ(x) = Γ′(x)/Γ(x). The expression in Eq. (36) is
not very insightful, but is necessary to plot the full
analytic behavior of the function. Similarly one can
write down the expression for the temperature, but we
leave this exercise to the willing reader.
On the contrary, what can be obtained explicitly, are
the asymptotic behaviors for both the average potential
energy 〈u〉 and the specific heat CV in the limit of small
and large temperatures T . This is obtained by the knowl-
edge of the two asymptotic behaviors of the digamma
function ψ(µ):
µ→∞ =⇒ ψ(µ) ∼ log(µ)
µ→ 0 =⇒ ψ(µ) ∼ − 1
µ
. (37)
We thus have two different approximations for our
saddle-point equations in the low-temperature, β → ∞,
or the high-temperature, β → 0, limit:
Low T: =⇒ log(µ) = log(β) =⇒ µ = β
High T: =⇒ − 1
µ
= log(β) =⇒ µ = − 1
log(β)
(38)
Let us first consider the low-temperature case, where
Toda is well-approximated by a system of weakly cou-
pled harmonic oscillators, for which the specific heat is
constant. In this case we get:
ZN (β) ≈ exp ((N + 1) [β + log Γ(β)− β log(β)]) . (39)
By using the Stirling’s approximation
log Γ(β) = β log(β)− β − 1
2
log(β), (40)
we thus get
ZN (β) ≈ exp
[
−N
2
log(β)
]
. (41)
8From Eq. (41) and from the definition of CV in Eq. (18)
in the main text we get
CV = β
2 ∂
2
∂β2
(
N
2
log(β)
)
=
1
2
. (42)
In the light of the high-temperature expansion, we get
β → 0 =⇒ ZN (β) ≈
{
N
[
β + log Γ
(
− 1
log(β)
)]}
.
By exploiting the identity of the Euler gamma function
zΓ(z) = Γ(z + 1) one has that
z → 0 =⇒ Γ(z) ∼ 1
z
, (43)
from which we have
logZN (β) ≈ {N [β + log (− log(β))]}
=⇒ CV ∼ 1
log(T )
(44)
In a similar manner one obtains the behavior of the av-
erage energy 〈u〉, which is reported in the main text.
